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Across

2. a way to give information to a computer

6. a way to get information out of a computer

7. to copy data from a main source to a device

11. computer instructions or data; anything that 

can be stored electronically

12. external component that runs independently of 

a computer

13. a gateway between two websites

17. a program that searches for and find items in 

an online database

18. the act of sending emails in order to scam 

users into giving out personal or private information

19. kills required to find, evaluate, use, share, and 

create content online

21. attitude or prejudice that favors a way of 

feeling or acting over another

22. online harassment in the form of comments in 

chat rooms, sending offensive or cruel emails, or 

harassing others by posting on social networking 

sites

23. having a hidden identity

Down

1. downloadable piece of software that seems fun 

or useful, but has a virus or spyware program lurking 

inside; when downloaded and installed, the program 

installs the malware too

3. the agreement or guidelines of being a 

responsible person online

4. the use of shocking details or dramatic 

language to cause a lot of excitement or interest

5. a person who acts safely, responsibly, and 

respectfully online

8. allows a user to directly contact another user, 

without the messages being seem in a public forum

9. small files some websites attach to a user's 

hard drive while the user is browsing that site; used 

to track preferences, loading times and for 

advertising

10. the quality of being believed or accepted as 

true, real or honest

14. headline or link to a photo, article, or other 

internet content that exists to attract attention and 

"draw clicks"; once the user clicks link it is mostly 

ads

15. any program designed to infiltrate or damage a 

computer or network

16. computer program that performs a specific set 

of functions

20. Uniform Resource Locator, or "address" for a 

web page
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digital citizen download DM import app

link clickbait trojan horse software anonymous

device credibility media literacy digital etiquette cookies

malware export phishing cyberbullying search engine

URL sensationalism bias


